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Multimedia richness…

Broadcasting Broadband

Professional video
archives

Private collections
of home videos 

Stored TV programs 



… and the “Need of Indexing/Retrieving”

How to…?

…find all the scenes with John
Travolta in “Pulp Fiction”?

…build a video summary from my
home-videos of my trip to Laos?

…retrieve a particular clip in a
News programme



.. enable similarity based clustering and retrieval

Low-level descriptions ..



High-level description

Summary?

! Digital Media Summarization



Video summarization
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Video skimming



Example: Scenes Identification
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Decomposition into scenes: meta-data

...

<VideoSegment id=”-ABeatifulMind-LSU#3">

   <MediaLocator>

     <MediaUri>./ABM/Kfr/084LSU#3.jpg</MediaUri>

   </MediaLocator>

   <Semantic id="Semantic3">

      <Label>

         <Name>KissOnTheRiver</Name>

      </Label>

      <SemanticBase xsi:type="EventType">

         <Label>

<Name> KissOnTheRiver </Name>

         </Label>

      </SemanticBase>

   </Semantic>

   <MediaTime>

      <MediaTimePoint>T00:06:27</MediaTimePoint>

      <MediaDuration>PT1M26S</MediaDuration>

   </MediaTime>

</VideoSegment>

…

MPEG7

description

t

Scene: KissOnTheRiver



Segmentation

into Logical

Story Unit

Start 

of Video
New Logical 

Story Unit

New Logical 

Story Unit

New Logical 

Story Unit
End of 

the video

Investigating the video structure

! Segmentation into Logical Story Units (LSU): an example



Why descriptions should be available

! iDRM + “agnostic” network + flexible payments alone
DO NOT GUARANTEE that content can be retrieved and
used

! At least a minimal amount of metadata will be provided to
allow document retrieval from the broadcaster

! Richer content descriptions provided by any “dmin.it” user
could enable faster browsing and retrieval, i.e. add value to
the content itself

Metadata allows to INCREASE  Content Accessibility

! New content based on metadata can be also produced /
consumed by any “dmin.it” user

Metadata allows to GENERATE New Content



Freedom of indexing!!!

! Low-level descriptions: NO PROBLEM

no real employment as a separate entities, but only if used
together with the actual document (nobody cares if we
describe one movie in terms of its dominant color :-) ex.
“The crow” = “black”

! High-level descriptions: NO PROBLEM AS WELL

as we have the “Bignami” of “I Promessi Sposi”, or  a
version in prose of “La Divina Commedia”

Two types of delivery:

- metadata only + ad-hoc player (the user already
has the content available)

- new content only



How to treat descriptions

! Descriptions are meta-data (which means “data about data”)

! Therefore DESCRIPTIONS ARE CONTENT

! DESCRIPTIONS can be delivered as content

! DESCRIPTIONS can be retrieved as content

! DESCRIPTIONS can be browsed as content

! DESCRIPTIONS can be “played” as content

! DESCRIPTIONS can also be paid


